Abstract-One of the challenging areas in developing bioinspired legged robot is dynamic control, especially in environment interaction. Impedance control is widely used by researchers for dynamic interaction, but the majority only focus on adapting uneven terrain structure. This idea may not be suitable for pick-and-place task robot that has different weight due to its body weight and payload as well as locomotion on flat terrain. Thus, this paper presents leg velocity control through impedance control approach with the aim to increase the energy of the legged robot especially during leg dragging based on force on contact. The results show that proposed controller is applicable since it increases the energy and velocity of leg motion due to increase in force on contact while maintaining the shape of the leg motion.
INTRODUCTION
The legged robot is one of the bio-inspired robots that applied and mimicking any arthropods, crustaceans or any biological crawler creatures' anatomies as well as locomotion behaviors. Numerous ideas were presented in designing legged robot system according to the application needs such as COMET-IV [1] , TITAN-XIII [2] , MIT Cheetah [3] , RHEX [4] CR200 [5] and HyQ [6] . These robots are examples of a multi-legged robot designed with different legged mechanism, actuation, pacing, and payload. Also, this robot with their bio-inspired structure is progressively growing their field of application with various settings including fronting dynamic environments (robotenvironment interaction) which are hard to design. Similar to the manipulator system, legged robot requires interaction with the surrounding environment in both perception and foot placement. Understanding interaction of legs during walking for the legged robot is essential especially in rough terrain locomotion where horizontal stability of the robot is vital. Adding compliance motion control that allows the legged robot to have compliance characteristic with the environment is one of the solutions for stable locomotion. Thus, two options for robots in obtaining compliances; acquire passive compliance through restructuring robot design by changing servo motors or adding compliant devices such as passive compliance control using springs and dampers. On the other hand, compliance control also can be achieved using an active compliance control methods via force or torque feedback either with force tracking control or impedance control [7] approaches.
Bjelonic et al. presented solution by varying the gaits pattern to maintain the stability of robot considering force on contact between the foot and ground [8] . Different in [9, 10] where both applied Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID) on controlling force error in manipulation systems. The designed explicit force controller controlled the force exerted to the environment by tracking the desired force. Contrary to impedance control where force is indirectly controlled by regulating the desired relationship between robot motion and force acting on it [11] , through modifying the end-effector mechanical impedance to suit the external forces. Impedance can be designed in two approaches named force-based impedance control or position-based impedance control. For force-based impedance control, it is applied with inner force-loop. For instances, Boston Dynamics used torque-based impedance control LittleDog which can be included under the force-based impedance control [12] . On the other hand, a hydraulically quadruped (HyQ) reported in [13] , was developed with entirely based on joint torque impedance control (no mechanical compliant) has demonstrated a resonant hopping and squat jumps; and these approaches were also made by MIT Cheetah robot [14] with established stable running gait. Different to position based impedance control scheme implementation where the structure consisting of an outer force loop and inner position loop. This scheme is open-loop control at free space by carried out position control and closed-loop control at constraint space to improve interaction with the environment via force control. The hexapod walking robots reported in [15] and hydraulic quadruped robots reported in [16] are an example of legged robots that used position based impedance control for leg active compliance control strategy.
As aforementioned, many have presented impedance control that altering the trajectory during contact with the environment and has been demonstrated successfully on the daunting area and uneven terrain to achieve stability. If going through detail on the robot's leg motion trajectory; lift to swing phase and dragging phase are two fundamental phases. During leg dragging phase, the leg must bear the total weight of robot and its payload in which more energy is needed to overcome the total weight. As the position control completing trajectory tracking, it will skip several steps in motion since the leg cannot overcome the weight resulting the robot might fall. Thus this paper presents leg dragging speed control using impedance control approach based on force on contact, so that position control produces faster control input ( ) u t to the system during dragging phase. The overview on the platform is briefly described in section II. Section III explained the dynamic model and control scheme for the platform while section IV is presenting the results and discussions of this proposed method.
II. OVERVIEW OF HEXAQUAD ROBOT'S LEG MECHANISM
AND KINEMATICS Hexaquad (Hexapod to Quadruped) a bio-inspired multilegged robot [17] , aim to be submerged and operated on the riverbed or seabed and conduct pick-and-place tasks with the maximum 50kg payload. It was inspired by arthropod (hexapod and quadruped configurations) and peristaltic creatures [18] , its center pair of leg able to slide in either of two directions during Quadruped mode as shown in Fig.1 . Furthermore, foot-to-gripper (FTG) transformation [19] were equipped at tips of each leg. Hexaquad's leg orientation is considered as direct actuation arthropod 3-DOF configuration. As shown in Fig.3, 1 a , 2 a and 3 a are denoted as the length of Link 1, Link 2 and Link 3, respectively.
III. DYNAMIC MODEL AND CONTROL SCHEME FOR HEXAQUAD'S LEG

A. Hexaquad's Leg Dynamics
The three-degree of freedom (DOF) of ith leg dynamics of a Hexaquad robot as shown in Fig.2 is represented as follows:
with the joint torques 
Indicating oC F as generated output axial force on end effector via (1). For Hexaquad cases, only force external, 
B. Dragging Velocity Control using Impedance Control Approach
A block diagram of force-based impedance control is presented in Figure 3 , where R F and T F are the reference force and the actual z-axis force of end-effector respectively. This control scheme involves the following: Proportional Derivative Fuzzy Logic Control (PDFLC) as ith joint position control [20] , Hexaquad's leg plant transfer functions and dynamics model as well as impedance control as force feedback compensator which defines the relationship between force on contact, [21] in 1980s introduced the second-order mass-damping-spring system for impedance control which implemented as the reference target model as in (5) .
where M , B, and P represent a parameter of inertia, damping, and stiffness respectively. As shown in (5) 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiment and Results
The first leg of Hexaquad was chosen as an experimental platform to verify and analyze the proposed controller. One parameter set was selected with three conditions; ,
. For safety precautions, instead of adding payload onto Hexaquad, the option to manipulate force sensor reading by giving pressure directly to the sensor was chosen. Note that, R T F F = . Fig.4 and Fig.5 4N, 10N and 30N , the energy generated is 0.001365J, 0.01246J, and 0.04959J respectively. V. CONCLUSIONS This study discussed the proposed leg motion speed control using impedance control approach aiming to alter the motion rate instead of re-positioning the leg trajectory specifically during contact with the surface. This controller is suitable to be used when the environment is a flat surface and robot that have a varied range of weight due to payload it carried. The results showed that as the force on the tip of the leg of robot increases due to payload and its body weight, the velocity increases. This is because the velocity correction is being made by the impedance control since 0 F ≠ . Hence resulting kinetic energy increases. Therefore, this controller can assist the legged robot during foot placement by increasing the motion speed without making position correction. For future work, this proposed method will be modified to confront with unstructured terrain while adapting to weight variation.
